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Returns Management Business Strategy 

An Intermec survey that polled 250 supply chain and distribution center managers in 

North America, UK, France and Germany revealed that nearly half of the respondents 

indicated returns were a “pain” point for their business. 

“Given the need for organizations to optimize their end-to-end supply chain and the 

substantial impact strategic returns management operations can have on their business, it is 

simply amazing that more resources are not applied to this critical area,” said Jeff Jorgensen, 

SVP of Returns Management Solutions for Spinnaker. 

 

Dr. Dale Rogers, professor of logistics and supply chain management and co-director of the Center for 

Supply Chain Management at Rutgers University, has said, “The reverse movement of products offers many 

challenges and opportunities not present with forward logistics.” Additionally, Dr. Rogers stated, “Most 

companies are not there yet. They still need to spend more quality management time carefully examining 

and constructing their reverse logistics processes.” 

Executives, analysts and consultants all agree that successful returns management solutions start with a well 

communicated business strategy for returns. While challenging, the potential impacts to your bottom-line 

profitability and overall consumer experience justify the process.  

Returns Management is Different 

Returns management is the supply chain management process by which activities associated with returns, 

reverse logistics, gatekeeping, and avoidance are managed within the firm and across key members of the 

supply chain1. This critical and underserved part of the supply chain is a key component of an 

organization’s bottom-line health and all the indicators point to a continued upward trajectory for 

returns.  

                                                
1 Supply Chain Management Institute definition  
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Jorgensen maintains that a focus on understanding the specific metrics of returns management will cut 

operational costs, improve customer satisfaction and provide visibility into the reverse supply chain, which 

is critical to good decision making. “Not having a defined strategy for returns is lunacy!” Jorgensen says. 

In order to create a winning returns management strategy, executives must consider the entire product 

lifecycle before returns start. Leading organizations recognize that products will find the return channel for 

various reasons and a comprehensive strategy must address these disparate channels in order to achieve 

the bottom-line results required for the business. 

“There are really just 3 components of a winning returns management strategy – it must be based on returns; 

it must align with overall company goals & objectives; it must create the business case for positively impacting 

the bottom line profitability of the company,” Jeff Jorgensen. 

 

Reasons for Developing a Returns Strategy 

The reasons for creating a strategic returns management strategy can be boiled down to:  

1. Remaining competitive in the market place 

2. Addressing the needs of the consumer 

When considering your strategy for managing returns, at a minimum your strategy should address five key 

areas. 

Brand Management 

Turning failure into success is often as simple as removing the product from the market. A solid returns 

management strategy must address a company’s brand and market image. Market leaders spend millions 

building, maintaining and protecting their brand and a poor returns process shouldn’t be the Achilles heel.  

Successful companies recognize that today’s return is tomorrow’s sale. A positive returns experience is 

often cited as one of the key reasons to do continued business with a company. In this age of the connected 

consumer, success or failure is often just 144 characters away. 

Additionally, brand protection strategies should focus on control of approved and unapproved secondary 

markets and refurbished product redistribution.  

Data Analysis and Application 

Returned products are inevitable, so every product launch plan should include a data and analytics plan to 

capture key sales, engineering, and usage data from returned goods. Data from returned products can be 

leveraged to improve replenishment plans for next generation products, prevent engineering defects for 

future iterations of products, and move the returns management decision making further up the pipeline.  

In or Out Source 

Core competencies are called that for a reason. For many organizations, managing returns is not core to 

their business strategy. That doesn’t mean you can’t get good, but a strategic decision must be made to 
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allocate resources to support a robust returns operation. Executive sponsorship is key to the long-term 

adoption of returns management strategies, including operations and technologies to support “the plan”. 

Insourcing decisions require a business to identify the right leadership, facility, staffing, and infrastructure to 

support the business. If the product is technical, then additional investments in equipment, staff and training 

are often required to properly support the product. In addition, the company must develop the planning 

practices, logistics expertise, and tax requirements necessary to support this new business. 

Outsourcing allows a company to partner with an organization where returns are “core” to their business, 

but requires a different set of guiding principles. A company must have the processes in place to manage 

3rd party providers, including ongoing auditing, engineering updates, and technical training.  

In either scenario, a returns management strategy must address transportation management, customer 

crediting, and KPIs to support the program.  

Resale 

The final key component to a returns management strategy is the monetization of returned goods. If a 

company makes a strategic decision to utilize returns as a source of new revenue/off-setting revenue, then 

alignment with new-side sales is critical.  

Strategically, the creation of secondary channels for various conditions of products can create positive 

market dynamics for future new-side sales. Entering new markets with a lower priced option allows a 

manufacturer to test various conditions – warranty period, cosmetic quality, sales methods, etc. The 

knowledge gleaned from this engagement can justify a robust returns process. 

For manufacturers looking to create a services network, returned goods are strategic to providing parts to 

support in-warranty and post-warranty spares requirements.  

In rapidly commoditizing markets, secondary markets are the lifeblood of manufacturers. The focus is often 

on velocity and the ability to scale into secondary markets provides a drastic improvement to margins. 

These compressed planning horizons for commoditized products, like CE and IT, and the seasonality of 

some goods, leads to huge challenges in the reverse supply chain. 

Metrics 

“Measure what is measurable and make measurable what is not so.” – Galileo 

Metrics Management is critical to the success of a returns management strategy. Numbers never lie, but 

they can be misinterpreted. Returns metrics are different from other parts of the business and require a 

greater degree of granularity. Robust returns management solutions understand the 3 steps to metrics 

management: 

1. When to introduce metrics 

2. What the right metrics are for your business 

3. How to make metrics actionable 
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Your focus should be on measuring what is important to your business, can be understood by all 

stakeholders and can be actioned to make the process better. Additionally, metrics that are important today 

may not apply tomorrow. A strategic returns management solution should create a forum to review and 

adjust metrics on a regular basis. 

Challenge Accepted 

With greater than 10 percent of corporate revenues spent on returns management, it is vital for executive 

leadership to focus their efforts on this important part of supply chain.  

In addition to margin improvements, effective reverse supply chain practices positively impact the customer 

experience, help drive repeat purchase, as well as, enhance a firm’s brand and reputation for acting 

responsibly in the circular economy.  

The challenge that each company must accept is recognition of returns management as a 

strategic imperative.  

When considering a returns management strategy for your business, recognize you don’t have to be an 

expert. Good organizations exist to support strategic returns management solutions. Spinnaker is a leading 

provider of returns management solutions and has successfully applied our holistic, 5 Lenses view to global 

reverse supply chain challenges. You don’t have to go it alone. 

We hope you found this information to be helpful. To access more Spinnaker thought leadership click 

here, or to learn more about our services click here.                               

 

 

About Spinnaker: 

Spinnaker is a supply chain services company that helps clients grow, manage risk, reduce costs, and improve 

customer service by developing world-class supply chain capabilities. Our services help clients develop the 

right supply chain strategy for their business challenges and implement the process and technology solutions 

to improve Demand/Supply Planning, Procurement and Sourcing, Logistics and Warehousing, and Reverse 

Logistics business performance.  Spinnaker offers a unique service delivery model that combines the strength 

of deeply experienced management and technology consultants with a seasoned team of business process 

outsourcing (BPO) and 3rd-party logistics (3PL) professionals. Founded in 2002, Spinnaker has offices in 

Boston, Columbus, Denver, Houston, Memphis, Pittsburgh, London, and Singapore. 

 

Contact Us: 

 

Phone: 877-476-0576 

 

Email: info@spinnakermgmt.com 
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